
Web development changes – Polar Ice

1) Can you set up some of the category level pages in the products area and then the product pages 
and then send us an instruction that we will also be able to send the client of how to do this?

Likewise, the ‘Halloween experiments’, ‘maintaining goods at frozen temperature’, and ‘misty stix’ 
pages under the ‘About dry ice’ section lead to the old website. Can we set up those pages ?

‘Dry ice commercial uses’ under ‘About dry ice’ looks like this. Please advise how to add new sub 
pages and images 
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2) Page 27: Storage

Terms to be used in the content:  Cold Storage, Cold Containers, Cold Store

Content to be added 

I added the content but there are several problems.
- There is no link on the website that leads to that page. You can find it only when you click on ‘view 
page’ within the CMS. Storage and storage solutions are in fact the same thing but have different URLs. 
How can we replace the ‘storage solutions’ page with that page ? Or how can we put the content of this 
page in storage solutions ? 

- I don’t know where the links ‘click to see more about the bac 420’ for example should lead to. We need 
to create new pages each product. How can we do that ? How do we add a page to a section ? 

- The table where the products are must be replaced with the blue boxes, with one boxes for each 
products. See below.

Paddy would you be able to add some pointers for Zoe on how to do the above please?
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Show different types of storage products available. Give detailed information on them and what 
they could be used for.
Storage
We have various models and sizes of specialised dry ice containers. These containers are highly insulated, protecting the 
dry ice from ambient temperature and reducing sublimation to as low as 2% in a 24 hour period. These containers are most 
suitable for storing quantities in excess of 100kg.
We also have packaging suitable to store smaller quantities of 10kg and 20kg. These containers are the most practical 
solution for storing small quantities and will reduce sublimation rates to less than 25% a day. The more dry ice you have 
stored in the container, the longer it will last. This means it's important to have a delivery as close as possible to the time you 
will need the dry ice. Refrain from opening and closing the insulated container unnecessarily. When you remove product from 
the container fill the empty space with wadded newspaper or styrofoam sheets. Any "dead-air-space" will cause the Dry Ice to 
sublimate faster.Table Below (Scroll Down) + 3 images 

BAC 420 BAC 160

Click to see more about the BAC 420 Click here to see more about the BAC 160

Link to page 27A Link to page 27B

Other Product Other Product

Image Image

Click to see more about the Product Click here to see more about the Product



We want to put the products in this (sample) instead of in the table.
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3) Page 27A: Storage – BAC 420

Terms to be used in the content:  Cold Storage, Cold Containers, Cold Store

Content to be added 
This is one of the products we need to add a page for. How do we do it ?
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Show different types of storage products available. Give detailed information on them and what 
they could be used for.
Storage

BAC 420

Fitted with Gas Jacks for 80° lid opening

Body & Lid made of Rotomoulded 
Polyethylene

Injected Polyethylene Foam – CFC & HCFC 
Free

Integrally Moulded Handles

Hinging from Moulding

Recessed Fasteners

SPDM Monobloc Seal

Metal Feet & Lid Fitted with Stacking Position

Recessed Label Holder

width 1200 x length 800 x height 1050

width 1000 x length 600 x height 700

420 litres

90 Kg

0.31 W / m². K (norme IR)

Rotomoulded polyethylene

Expanded polyurethane foam



4) Page 27B: Storage – BAC 160

Terms to be used in the content:  Cold Storage, Cold Containers, Cold Store

Content to be added 
The same problem as above.
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Show different types of storage products available. Give detailed information on them and what 
they could be used for.
Storage

BAC 160

105° lid opening

Body & Lid made of Rotomoulded Polyethylene

Injected Polyethylene Foam – CFC & HCFC Free

Integrally Moulded Handles

Hinging from Moulding

Recessed Fasteners

SPDM Monobloc Seal

Metal Feet & Lid Fitted with Stacking Position

Recessed Label Holder

width 800 x length 600 x height 1050

width 580 x length 370 x height 700

150 litres

50 Kg

0.30 W / m². K (norme IR)

Rotomoulded polyethylene

Expanded polyurethane foam



5) Page 32: Technical Documentation for Dry Ice

Terms to be used in the content:  

Content to be added 

Please show us how to add further pdfs and fix error 

http://polarice1.logo24.com/technical-sheets/
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6) Page 33 – Info Centre – Homepage of info Centre

Terms to be added in the content: Dry Ice, Dry Ice Blasting, Dry Ice Ireland

Content to be added 
There are links missing. Here is how the page looks like
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Homepage of info centre with links to other sections of info centre.  

> FAQ’s

> News Page

> Latest Blog Entry

> Applications of Dry Ice

> Buy Online (www.dryice.ie)
 



7) The menus bar for About dry Ice and Products are really too long.
It continues further down. Could you put less space between each section for everyting to fit on the 
screen ? Also it is not clear what are categories and what are subcategories. Would it be possible to change 
the font, the color or put bullets so that is clearer for the user ? 
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8) There are two titles. Can we erase the second one ?
The same problem appears on ‘what is dry ice’, how is dry ice made’, and’ types of dry ice’.

9) The locate on map button
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How can put the buttons on the same level ? I tried to add space under the first adress on the top left but it 
didn’t work.

10) Calls to action
We want to make sure that there is a call to action named ‘Contact us’ in every page in ‘about dry ice’ 
and ‘products’, and also on the ‘safety training page’.

11) Safety training
I don’t find on the website where is the safety training page, and even the health and safety page.
That is the URL in the CMS, but I don’t find this section if I am not coming from the CMS.
http://polarice1.logo24.com/health-safety/safety-training/ 

12) Banner
How can we add text on the images on the banner ?
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12) Dry ice consumers and commercial uses

We would like the buttons to have the same lenght from the left to the right.  Although is there is too much 
text you can make the button larger and add a second line.

13) Place order page
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We wanted to know why there was ‘Leave a reply’ on that page. Is it a part of the form that should be on 
that page ? Also to what correspond the button 2 and 3, are they steps when you order on the site ? For 
now when you on them there is the following message.
2 URL : http://polarice1.logo24.com/my-account/page/2/
3 URL : http://polarice1.logo24.com/my-account/page/3/
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